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Highly penetrating 
fungicidal and 
germicidal product for 
wood.

DESCRIPTION ESMALTES                      

PRODUCTOS EN SPRAY            

Exterior/Interior.
Ideal to prevent the growing of bacteries, fungus or  insects on wood.
Ideal for wood already attacked by bacteries, fungus or insects.
Specially formulated to cure woodworm.
Specially formulated to be applied on any type of wooden structure such as furniture, shelves, windows, 
doors, balconies, beams etc...
Does not form film.
For being painted over with Monto Spray Esmalte Blanco Electrodomésticos, Monto Spray Color 
Acrílico, Esmalte Monto Spray Color, Monto Spray Esmalte Fluorescente, Monto Spray Esmalte 
Metalizados o Monto Spray Barniz Brillante.
-For being painted over with Esmalte Sintético tipo Montosintétic, Luxatín or Marisma, on any colour.
-Ideal for D.I.Y or professional use.

Outstanding fungicidal and germicidal level.
Highly penetrating.
Very easy to apply thanks to its self cleaning nozzle.
Very quick drying.
Becomes odourless once dry.

Nature: Solvent-based fungicidal and germicide agents.
Texture: Slightly vicous yellowish fluid.
Drying: (20º C HR: 70%):
     -to touch: 1 hour.
     -total: 12 hours.

Thinner: Not applicable.
Tools: None.  Keep a distance of 25-30 cm.
     -Spray: Not applicable.
     -Brush: Not applicable.
     -Roller: Not applicable.
     -Aerographic spray gun: Not applicable.
     -Low pressure Turbo: Not applicable.
     -Airless: Not applicable.
     -Airmix: Not applicable.
-Standard working conditions 20 ºC and H.R.: 70% for following performance.
     -Approximate performance per coat: 2 m2 per bottle of  400 ml. (on smooth surface) as protective 
agent.  Performance as curative agent cannot be given as it depends on level of wood damage.
Cleaning: Not applicable (for tools). Apply  Disolvente Limpieza 1406 o Quitamont Universal.

New  wood:
-Surface should be free of any foreign products or remains.
-Apply on wood with less than 12% moisture content.
-Apply on wood in good condition, dry and free of grease and dust.
-Sandpaper and eliminate any remains in joints and mechanical faults.
-Old wood should be previously sandpapered and primed.  Remove any dust by brushing it off or using 
any other mechanical system.
-Paint in bad condition should be removed.

Painted or varnished wood:
-Previous paint or varnish should be removed.

PROPERTIES

PRODUCT DATA SPECIFICATION

APPLICATION SYSTEMS

NEW SURFACES PREPARATION

SURFACE RESTORATION

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS
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SAFE AND SAFETY - ENVIROMENT NOTICE

PROCESSES Primer Undercoat Finish

-Only apply on  dust-free environments.
-Do not apply layers too thick to avoid  bubble forming.
-Should exotic wood types be treated, remove off any trace of grease (usually with tricholoroethylene).
-Do not apply on wood surfaces showing any trace of resin exudates.
-Wood should be completely dry.
-Only apply on wood with less than 12% moisture content.
-Apply suitable plaster or putty on any cracks or fissures.
-Any trace of fungus or bacteries should be removed.
-Do not apply on wet surfaces caused by cold temperatures at night or overheated to avoid reducing and affecting product results in 
the short and long term.
-Product shelf life: 24 months from manufacturing date, provided is kept in original closed container, in a dry room, at temperatures 
between 5º C and 35º C maximum.
-The current EEC marketing merchandising laws and regulations must be observed and carried out at all times.

GENERAL INFORMATION

-Should silicone-based cleaning products have been applied for maintenance, scrappe off surface as 
necessary-

-Shake container vigorously until complete product homogeneity.
-Heat container between 20º C and 25º C in double boiler or Bain-Marie if exposed  at very low 
temperatures.
-Apply product sparingly, keeping a distance between 25-30 cm.
-After several days of last coat application, surface should always be sandpapered.
-Do not apply product at high temperatures or overheated surfaces exposed to sunshine.
-Keep room well ventilated while products is drying.
-Always apply two coats minimum for interior finishing coats.
-For exterior finishing coats, we recommend applying 4 coats minimum.
-Only apply at temperatures over 15º
-Do not apply when moisture content is over 80%

APPLICATION

INTERIOR OLD 
PAINTS IN GOOD 
CONDITION

ELIMINAR+ MONTO SPRAY 
MONTOXYL ANTICARCOMAS

MONTO SPRAY MONTOXYL 
ANTICARCOMAS

MONTO SPRAY MONTOXYL 
ANTICARCOMAS

Std:

Max:

NOT TREATED 
INTERIOR METALS

NO PROCEDE NO PROCEDE NO PROCEDE

Std:

Max:

INTERIOR NEW 
WOOD

MONTO SPRAY MONTOXYL 
ANTICARCOMAS

MONTO SPRAY MONTOXYL 
ANTICARCOMAS

MONTO SPRAY MONTOXYL 
ANTICARCOMAS

Std:

Max:

INTERIOR  
PLATER, CEMENT 
AND BY PRODUCTS

NO PROCEDE NO PROCEDE NO PROCEDE

Std:

Max:

CARDBOARD NO PROCEDE NO PROCEDE NO PROCEDE

Std:

Max:

EXTERIOR 
SURFACES

MONTOSPRAY MONTOXYL 
ANTICARCOMAS

MONTO SPRAY MONTOXYL 
ANTICARCOMAS

MONTO SPRAY MONTOXYL 
ANTICARCOMAS

Std:

Max:
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Do not eat, drink or smoke when using product.
If eye contact occurs, wash with plenty of fresh water.
Toxical product if ingested.
Keep away from children’s reach.
Do not empty waste into drains or water courses.
Store product only in dry areas.

ALSO IN SOLVENT BASED PRODUCTS:
Apply product in well-ventilated areas. In case if insufficient 
ventilation, wear suitable respiratory protective masks.
Wear suitable mask or protective clothing when using spray 
gun or for the sandpapering and brushing of paint.
Keep area to be painted well ventilated until complete drying 
of product.
Do not ingest or inhale product. Avoid skin or eye contact. If 
eye contact occurs, seek medical attention immediately.
Store product only in well ventilated, not-flammable areas.

The information contained herein, is only based on our current 
knowledge, laboratory tests and practical use under specific 
circumstances and objective decision. Due to the impossibility 
to give specific description for every different painting surface 
and being the nature conditions beyond our control, we are 
unable to guarantee the total repeatability in every concrete 
use.
The manufacturer and sales person do not assume any 
responsibility, unless a specific written agreement has been 
previously made, for the use of our products derived from the 
application of our products according to our 
recommendations, since these are beyond our control.
Due to the constant technical development, our 
recommendation do not relieve our costumers of the necessity 
to test our products, on their own responsibility, for suitability 
for the purpose envisaged, and checked that the information 
given harein has not been updated. The recommendations 
given herein sepersede previous ones regarding the same 
product.

MADE IN THE UE
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